
Finding an apartment in Kingston is
proving increasingly difficult, as the
average apartment vacancy rate dropped
for the second consectutive year, from
3.4 per cent in 1999 to 1.8 per cent in
2000. 

The local rate is now almost identical to
the national rate of 1.6 per cent, and has
passed below the “balanced market”
threshold of 2-3 per cent.  This is the
lowest vacancy rate since 1991, the year
that rates began a decade-long climb.

Dipping below the balanced threshold
represents a dramatic turnaround from
only two years ago, when rates peaked
at 5.4 per cent.  This tightening market
is primarily due to renewed confidence
in the local economy.  With both the
labour force and employment rate
increasing, job opportunities in Kingston  
are luring people from surrounding
communities, and also encouraging  
young people living with their family or
roommates to establish their own
household.    

Increasing enrolment at both Queen`s
University and St. Lawrence College has
also contributed to the falling vacancy
rates, as students are traditionally a
strong source of rental demand.  A
temporary surge in applications and
enrolment, anticipated in two years
when the province shifts to a four-year
secondary school curriculum, could
further strain the rental market.  The
“double cohort”, as this surge is called,
will have an broad impact across the
province. 

The drop in vacancy rates also reflects
the fact that while demand has been
increasing, the supply of rental units has
remained relatively flat.  There was no
new rental construction in 2000, and
with the exception of a large apartment
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continued from page 1

started in 1999, the last half-decade has
seen only a marginal increase in the
rental stock.                     

While vacancy rates dropped across
most of Ontario, Kingston stands out
with the lowest among neighbouring
centres.  The rate in Brockville fell
from 8.2 per cent last year to 5.6 per
cent in 2000.  Belleville also recorded a
decline, from 5.8 per cent in 1999 to
4.9 per cent this year.

One side effect of the favourable
economic climate in Ontario has been
substantially lower vacancy rates across
the province.  In fact, among larger
cities the three lowest rates in the
country are all in Ontario.  Ottawa
takes the prize with an extremely low
vacancy rate of 0.2 per cent, down
from 0.7 per cent in 1999.  Toronto
also fell, from 0.9 per cent last year to
0.6 per cent in 2000, closely followed
by Kitchener which dropped from 1.0
per cent to 0.7 per cent.           

While the economic boom that helped
fuel demand for rental accomodation
across the province is forecast to slow
moderately in 2001, conditions will
remain tight with limited new supply on
the horizon in the short term.

Housing demand in Kingston remains
healthy across all dwelling types, and

for most builders, the market for single
detached houses, freehold townhomes,
and condominium units remains far
more lucrative than rental construction.
Recent changes to the tax structure
removed some of the extra costs
associated with building rental units, but
ownership units continue to dominate
in Kingston.
   

Stable rents
Although vacancy rates are now below
the “balanced market” threshold, rents
have remained relatively stable, rising
only modestly above inflation.  Rent
increases were still above 1999 levels,
however.  The average rent on a
two-bedroom apartment climbed by
$21 to $679 per month, an increase of
3.2 per cent compared to the negligible
0.8 per cent rise recorded last year.  In
addition, all bedroom types and zones
experienced average rent increases of
between 2.1 and 3.8 per cent, unlike
last year when certain areas actaully
experienced small declines. 

Both the rent increases and rent levels
in Kingston are remarkably uniform this
year.  Although the survey area of
Zone 3 (including Kingscourt, Rideau
Heights, Glenarden, and Strathcona
Park) remains home to the highest
rents, there is very little difference
between the downtown and outlying
areas. 
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FORECAST
The rental vacancy rate in Kingston, as in much of Ontario, is expected to remain low
for the next few years. An improving economy, provincially and locally, and a shortage
of new supply are the two main reasons behind this forecast.

Locally, the Kingston rental market benefits from a stable pool of tenants in the large
student population that attends the post-secondary institutions in the city. If anything,
the double-cohort enrolment year caused by the disappearance of high school’s Grade
13 in 2002 will cause an extra influx of students seeking rental accommodation,
creating more demand on the city’s rental stock.

The stable local economy has been creating employment opportunities that draw new
residents into the city who, typically, rent their first dwelling. The health of the local
economy will therefore also contribute to a low vacancy rate. Supply is expected to
remain historically low, with any new rental units likely to be targeted to a more
upscale market segment. The vacancy rate is forecast to remain below 2 per cent in
2001, and will likely be closer to 1 per cent. In 2002, the vacancy rate could quite
possibly dip below the 1 per cent mark as the extra influx of students arrives on the
rental market. 8.48.9Shawinigan
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Statistical Tables
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Table 1: Private apartment vacancy rates (%)
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Table 2: Vacancy rates by age of structure, all dwelling types (%)
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Table 3: Vacancy rates by structure size and bedroom type, all dwelling types
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Survey methodology and definitions available upon request.
To order a copy of this report, please call 1-800-493-0059.
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Table 4: Private rental stock and vacant units, all dwelling types
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Table 5: Public rental stock and vacant units, all dwelling types
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Table 6: Average rents in private apartment units ($)
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